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The modification of the elastic propertiesof giant magnetostrictionalloy films due to an applied
magneticfield (the M effect), has beenstudied.Two different types of films were depositedon Si
substrates:(i) single layers of TbDyFeCo alloys typically 1000 nm thick and (ii) nanocomposite
multilayer films of FeCo/TbFeCoeachhaving a typical thicknessof 6 nm. Both typesof films were
renderedmagrreticallyanisotropicwith a well definedin-planeeasyaxis. Rectangularsampleswere
cut out of thesebimorphsand firmly glued at one end to a heavybaseto form a simple cantilever
structure.The variations of film elastic moduli were deducedfrom the shifts of the cantilever
resonancefrequenciesas a function of bias field for two basicconfigurations:(i) field appliedalong
the easyaxis and (ii) field appliedalong the hard axis. In contrastwith previouswork, both flexural
and torsion resonancemodeswere excited and studied.As a result the field inducedvariationsof
both planartractionmodulusandthe shearmoduluswereobtainedandnew interestingfeatureswere
discovered.In particularstronglynegativevaluesofthe shearmoduluswereobserved(at leastin the
nanocompositefilms) in the vicinity of the divergencein the transversemagneticsusccptibilityat
saturationfield along the hard axis. A simple but completetheorctical analysis shows that the
uniaxial anisotropymodel togetherwith the assumptionof isotropicmagnetoelastic
coupling gives
a good semiquantitativeunderstandingof all the experimentalresults. @ 2000 AmericanInstitute
of Physics.[50021-8979(00)09322-l]
I.INTRODUCTION
The modificationof the elasticmodulusof magneticmaterial by an applied dc magnetic field-the so called AE
effect-has beenknown for a long time.l In the generalcase
of bulk materialsit is a rathercomplicatedeffect and thereis
little comprehensive
descriptionavailablein the literature.In
this respectmagneticthin films or ribbons with an in-plane
easy axis and first order uniaxial anisohopy constitutean
interestingmodel system for a better understandingof the
effect. Alternatively, the effect can be consideredas a researchor characterizationtool for a betterdescriptionofthe
film properties.It is well known that fenomagneticamorphous materialsexhibit, if any, only induced magneticanisohopy. For instance,uniaxial anisotropycan be inducedin
thin films by heat treatmentunder an applied dc magretic
field or by being depositedunderfield. This hasalreadybeen
the zubjectof considerablefundamentalwork as well as the
object ofseveral practicalapplications.2The uniaxial anisotropy model of an amorphousfilm, with an easy axis in the
film plane, is a well establishedone and is indeed a good
predictive tool at least for a semiquantitativeunderstanding
of the magneticbehaviorof a field annealedfilm or ribbon.
In particular the model successfullypredicts "first order"
magretic propertiessuch as the static magnetizationcurves3'4
and the linear dynamicalbehavior.sHowever,as the order of
the propertyunderconsiderationincreases,the quality ofthe
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predictionsdeterioratesin general.In this article we focuson
the AE effect which is a rather high order property since it
relatesa variationof the elastictensorto a field. A good deal
of work has also beenmade on this effect mostly for amorphous ribbons.3'4'6-8
Comparatively little has been done,
however, in thin films supportedon substrateseor similar
stnrctures.l0Here we report interestingexperimentalas well
as theoreticalresults on the AE effect in thin films of the
giant magnetostriction(GM) rype with an inducedin-plane
easyaxis.
SectionII is devotedto the experimentalaspects.Two
types of films are studied,single layersof TbDyFeColl and
patentedmultilayer nanocompositefilms formed from alternate high magnetizationFeCo layersand high magnetostriction TbFeCo layers each being 6 nm thick.r2 The measury.ment method is describedin some deail since, in contras.
with previousstudies,we measurethe variationsof the traction modulus and shear modulus. In addition, the moduli
variationsare measuredfor two orientationsof the applieddc
field, parallel and perpendicularto the easyaxis.
SectionIII concernsthe theoreticalinterpretationof the
results.We show that the ideal unia"xialmodel gives at least
a good semiquantitativeunderstandingof the measureddata.
In particularthe stronganomalyof the shearmodulusin the
hard axis bias configuration,best observedin nanocomposites, is linked to the divergenceof the transversemagnetic
susceptibilitythat is known to occur at a field equal to the
anisotropyfield. Deviationsfrom the model are briefly discussedmainly in terms of misorientationand angulardisper@2000 AmericanInstituteof Physics
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TABLE l. Basicpropertiesof two typical samples.

Sample
Single layer
Multilayer

Composition
Tbo:Pyoco
(FqasCo65fl127
Fq65Coqj5/Tbq,
(Fq 2Cosj)s75

Layers thickness
(nm)

M,
(Wm)

ttoH.
(mT)

PoHt
(mT)

l 350

290

9.6

r95

(6/6)x8r

450

7.2

90

sion of the easy axis. Finally, an interestingand still not
understooddissipationeffect is observed.
II. EXPERIMENTS
Single layer and multilayer GM thin films were deposited by rf sputteringin an Ar atmosphereonto 100 or 150
pm thick (100) silicon substratestherebyforming a magnetoelasticbimorph. Single TbDyFeCo layers were deposited
at a pressue of 2-5 x l0-3 mbar and a rf power of 300 W
using a compositetaryet. Similar conditions were used for
depositingthe multilayeredfilms but two targetswere used
and the substratewas moved sequentiallyfrom one to the
other. Exact compositionof the single layer and multilayer
films are reportedin Table I. The single layersthicknesswas
typically 1300nm whereasthe multilayer films were formed
by stackingaltematively 8l FeCo and TbFeCo layen, each
typically 6 nm thick. The multilayer films were rendered
magneticallyanisotropicwith a well defined in-plane easy
axis by an annealingof the films (at 200 "C) underan external in-planedc magneticinduction of 0.1 T. For the single
layer films, the same rcsult was obtained by applying an
in-plane induction of 0.07 T during the depositionprocess
itself. The films were then first characterizedby nacing their
in-plane static magnetization curves, using a vibrating
sample magnetometer.From these plots, the spontaneous
magretization M, the coercive field I/" and the saturation
field H 6 were directly determined.A uniaxial anisotropy
constantK6 was also determined-within the frame of the
uniaxial first order anisotropymodel-from the relation K6
= i1toMrHt. Here the index "D" standsfor blocked,a refer€nceto the fact that the film is actually clamped by its
subsmte.
For the magnetoelastic measurcments, rectangular
samples2-5 mm wide and 10-15 mm long were then cut
out of the bimorphswith the easyaxis along the plate width.
They were firmly glued at one end to a heavybaseto form a
coupling
simplecantileverstructure.First the magnetoelastic
coefficientD was determinedby a staticmethodthat hasbeen
I
which consistsin meawidely reportedelsewherel3-16'l
"n6
curvatureor torsion
suringby an optical meanthe cantilever
which is inducedby a dc magneticfield. Table I summarizes
the results of those static measurementsobtained on two
t5pical samples.
wer€ then made on these
The dynamicalmeasurements
samecantileversamples.The variationsin the elasticmoduli
were deducedfrom analysisof the cantileverresonancefrequencies.The mechanicalresonanceswere excited electrostatically.A small brasselectrodewas placedolT centerbehind the free end of the cantilever.Being off center, both

Kbb
(kJ/m3)

28.275
20.25

(MPa)

9.5
t8

b2nKb
(GPa)

t.6
8

torsion and flexion resonancemodescould be excitedat the
expenseof efficiency in exciting the flexion mode. An ac
voltage of 100 V root mean squarewas appliedto the electrode at variablefrequency.The electrostaticforce generated
was thus at twice this frequency.The deformationsof the
cantileverwere measuredoptically as for the static D measurements.A trpo-dimensionalposition sensitivephotodiode
allowed both the flexion and torsion modesof resonanceto
be detected.The diode oulput was fed into a lock-in amplifier and the amplitude and phaseof the resulting deform..
tions were measuredas a function of frequency.The phase
variation A/, in the vicinity of a resonancewas measured
and found to closely follow

a,o:tan-,le(*-+)1,
as expected,where/s is the resonancefrequency(assumed
constant)and Q the quality factor. We observetypically /s
=l-2 Wlz,9=300-500 for the flexural modes,andfs
:6-12 kHz and 0= 1000- 1500for the torsionmodes.The
use of phasemeasurementsinsteadof amplitude measurementshasthe advantageof being insensitiveto the excitation
level. At a constantworking frequencyl Af is also a function of/s. The phasevariation for a given applied field 1/
can thus be translatedinto a resonancefrequencyshift Arfe.
From the relative frequencyshift Arfsffi the relative variation of the effective elastic modulus of the film, AEl was
deducedusing the relation
2h
af"
A E' r = ; - E .-; J, o
5e
whereE" is the substrate'srelevantmodulus,e the substrate
thickness,and i the layer thickness.As will be explained
below the effectivemodulusfor the flexural mode is a planar
traction modulus a (closeto the Young's modulus)whereas
for the torsion mode it is the planar shearmodulus y (which
turns out to be equalto the bulk shearmodulususuallynoted
as G). The results are presentedon Figs. I md 2 together
with theoreticalfits that will be explainedin the next section.
Figuresl(a) and l(b) are deducedfrom the torsion resonancemeasurements
on a single layer film and henceconcem the shearmodulus 7. They show A7 as a function of the
dc field applied, respectively,along the easy axis (perpendicular to the cantileverlength),and alongthe hardaxis (parallel to the cantileverlength).Note in particularthe striking
nonmonotoniccharacterof the hard axis curvewith its strong
anomalyat H = H t. Figure I (c) is for the samesamplebut i1,
the flexion mode and hence gives the variation Aa of the
tractionmodulusa. Only the hard axis bias caseneedsto be
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FIG. I . Variation of elastic moduli for the single layer film: (a) shear modulus with field along hud axis; (b) shear modulus with field along easy axis;
and (c) planar traction modulus with field along hard axis. In all casesthe
continuous linc is thc theoretical curve and thc open circles arc the expcrimcntal poine.

FlG. 2. Variation of elastic moduli for the multilayer film: (a) shearmodulus with field along hard axis; (b) shear modulus witb field along easy axis;
and (c) planar traction modulus with field along hard axis. In all casesthe
continuous line is the theorctical cuwe and the open circles are the expe-,;
mantal poinb.

illustated here. Figures2(a) and 2(b) again show the shear
modulusfor a film of FeCo/TbFeConanocomposite,and finally Fig. 2(c) gives the variation of tractionmodulusfor the
same sample and again, only for hard axis bias. Note the

similarity with the correspondingcurves of the single layer
with however a much stronger anomaly in the vicinity of
H6.
procedureofthe resonancefrequency
Our measurement
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the free magneticlayer suffers a spontaneousmagnetostrictive strainhavingplanarcomponentsSl(r), S2(d), 56(r).
The following termsthen expressthe mechanicalwork to be
suppliedto the material for changingfrom an intermediate
state(fl0,0,0) into a final state( d,S1,S2,56): a, p, and y arc
the planar elastic moduli at constantmagnetization(i.e., at
constant d). Assuming isotropic magnetostrictionwe can
write the spontaneousmagnetostrictive strains as

t2@
t 150
l r00

c,

\/'\i
\/1/
\qp/
l/1/
\t
\l

r050

rm0
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u
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.4
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Sr(d)=-Sssin2d;

gJ

900

Sz(0) = +.Sosin2d;

850
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0
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(2)

56(d) =Ss sin2 d.
Assumingfurther isotropic elasticbehavior(at constantd) it
is easyto demonstratethe following relations:

FIG. 3. Variation of the quality factor with field for the multilayer film.
Opcn circles: experimental points. Broken line: guide for the eye.

EvE
a-lr

(l+v2)'

F

(l+vz)',
(3)

shift relies on the assumptionthat the quality factor Q is
independentof the applied bias. Although this is the expected behavior, wc have checked this assumptionby directly plotting the phaseshift as a function of excitationfrequency for each applied dc field. The rcsults are illustrated
by Fig. 3: it is seen that there is an anomaly in Q at H
=Ht. The maximum variation observedamounts to 20o/o
which is not sufficient to introduce serious errors in our results provided that the phaseshifls remain small. Although
this anomaly in Q is of minor importancefor the AE measurcments,it is very significantfrom the physicalstandpoint
and this point will be discussedfurther below.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONSAND

DtscussroN

We first define a rectangularaxis system Oxyz by taking
Oz normal to the layer and Ox along the easy a"ris. The
magneticlayer is assumedto be in a singledomainstatewith
the spontaneousmagnetization M along the easy a;ris Ox.
This state is taken as the zero deformation and zero energy
state.Other statesare defined by fl the angle benrecn M and
Ox and the planar elastic deformations51:S15, S2=Syy
and ,56: ,Sr,= Sy* . The free energy density function
F(0,St,Sz,So) can be quite straightforwardlywritten as
F=Kr sin20- p,sM,(H,cos d*I/, sin 0)
+ fa{[^S1- Sr( r)]2 + [Sz- Sz(@)]21
( d)][S2- Sz(d)]
+ F[Sr - ^Sr

+i{s6-.s6(a)12.

y = ! 1 a -9 7 = 6 ;G = r h ,
where E is the material's Young's modulus and G its shear
modulus.Introducingthe magnetoelastic
couplingcoefficient
S=(a- B)Ss, we finally get the followingexpression
of tl;:
free energydensity:
F = l_Kr+ ( a - p)Sfil sin20 + F.sM,(H, cos0 1 H, sin0'y

+ *a(s?+ si) + p.sr.s2
+ |7s! + a[1s,- S2)sin2
d
- |su sinzal.
(4)
Since our magneticlayers are very thin comparedto their
substrate,it can be assumedthat they are not allowed to
deform while reaching their new static equilibrium under
applieddc field. Therefore,the equilibrium statesatisfiesthe
condition
S 1= . 5 2 : 5 6 = 0 .

(5)

Let us now considersmall variationsd 0, d S t, dS2, andd S6
ofthe statevariablesaroundthis new equilibrium state.Expanding the free energy (4) up to second order ip
d0, dSt, dS2 anddS6, and takinginto accountequilibriui.
relations(5), we get

bdll(ds2
4zp=la@sl+dstr)+
lyasl+Bas,ds2+
- dSs)sin 2 d- dS cos2?l+lK cos20
6
6

(l)

The fint two tenns representthe purely magnetic work that
has to be suppliedto the free (i.e., at zero stress)magnetic
film to bring it from the state d=0 to state d#0: Ks is the
uniaxial anisotropy constantof the free layer, H, and H, arc
the componentsof an applieddc field H. During this process

+ | p.sM"(Hrsin0+ H,cos 0)fdd.

(6)

Here, we have introduced the anisotropy constant of the
clampedfilm: K6=K1* @- $St. From Eq. (6), we get the
following equationsof statc valid for small deviationsfrom
the equilibrium state:
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d T 1 =a d S l * p d S 2 - p d 0 s i n 2 0 ,

I
b2
Ary=-2Kbh+l'

dT2= pdSft adS2+Bd0sin20,
dT6= ydS6- pd0cos20,

Q)

0= bf(dSz- dSr) sin2 d- d.S6cos2 dl
+ 12K b cos2 0 * F.sM,(I/, cos 0 + H r sin 0)fd 0,
where dT1, dT2, and dT5 are stresscomponents.The last
equationsimply expressesthat the sole field torqueacting on
magnetizationis the static one due to 11 (no small signal
field).

A. Field offect on shear modulus (torcion mode of
the cantilever)
In the torsion measurcmentwe can assumedS1=dS2
=0; this condition is actually imposedon the layer by its
substrate.Therefore, we get

d0=

b cos24dS6
2Kscos20+ poM,(H,cos d*r1I, sind)'

(8)

andtherelevantshearmodulusis
dre
d0
----dSo
i=
Y- -b-cos20dSc '
:./-

b2 cos220
2K5cos20+ y,oM,(H,cos d+.f,I, sin d)'

(e)
We fint examine the case of thc hard axis bias (I1,
=0; Hr=H* 0). In this casethe equilibriumvalueof 0 is
known to be given by
H
sin?=;=h,
rrb

(10)

wherc h6=ll16lM, is the anisotropyfield of the clamped
layer, and i the reduceddc field. Equation(10) holds for i
< I . For lr > l, the solution is simply 0= rl2. From Eqs. (9)
and (10), we finally get, for i( l,
(t -2h2)2

b2
dro
.
^'t:&
v=-nE,

(l l)

and for i> l,
A ry= -

6zl
z K bh - l '

ll2)

The remarkablefeaturesof relations(l l) and (12) are: (i) Ay
is, as expectedalways negative,i.e., the free magnetization
modulus is always smaller than the clamgedmagnetization
modulusexceptwhen 0=45o andh= l/{2, whereA7 vanishesas the magnetizationis not coupledto the torsionat this
angle,(ii) a stronganomalyof A 7 is predictedat i = L This
will be further discussedbelow.
We now assumethe bias field along the easy axis l/,
=0; H,= H. Then,obviously0=0 andwe find afterEq. (9)
that

5831

(13)

B. Field effect on the transition modulus (flexural
mode of the cantilever)
In the bending mode it can be assumedthat d,S6= 0 and
dSr=O. Although the first condition is always tme for a
cubic substrate,the secondone follows from the particular
orientationof the silicon cantilever axis (l l0) leading to a
Poisson'sratio which is practically zero. Since it is obvious
that there is no coupling betweenSs and a small rotation of
magnetizationin the caseof easyaxis bias,we treat only the
caseof hard axis bias. Following the samecalculationprocedureas above,we easily get the variation of the traction
modulus Aa:
dTr
Ad=;=4D t

b2
d=- -(4hz).

(14)

ZLb

Again this expressionholds for i < I . For ll > l, it is readily
verified that
Aa=0.

(l 5 )

Thus, Aa is discontinuousat H=Ha! Since the coupliri,i
betweenbending of the cantilever and layer magnetization
rotation obviously vanisheswhen H> H 6, existenceof a finite Ad just below //6 could seema bit surprising.However
this is due to the divergenceof the transversesusceptibility
when I/ approaches
116. Just aboveH6 this susceptibilityis
finite but the coupling is strictly zero. This explainsthe discontinuity of Ad.
C. Dlscussion
The theoreticalrclations (l l)-(14), dependon threeparameters,M, , H 6, and 6 which are measuredby static
means (see Table I). These independentlymeasuredstatic
parametershave beenusedto get the solid curvesofFigs. I
and 2. It is seenthat there is an overall, at leastsemiquantitative agreementbetweentheory and experiments.In particular the theoreticalas well as experimentalcurvespresentnotable featuresthat deservesome comment.
The first rcmarkablefeaturc rcgardsthe divergencer,f
A y that is prcdictedat H = H t in the hardaxis bias configu-"''
ration (G anomaly).This phenomenonshowsup very clearly
in the experimenton nanocompositefilm even if A7 obviously remainsfinite. Although the exact absolutevalues of
the shear modulus are not accurately known for our films
(especiallyfor our nanocompositefilms) reasonableestimations can be made.For the nanocompositewe expect 7= G
=20-50 GPa whereasthe experimentalpeak value of A7
approaches-400 GPa [see inset of Fig. 2(a)]. Therefore,
there exists a small range of bias field centeredat H=Ht
within which the G modulus is actually strongly negative!
This range obviously coresponds to a region of elastic as
well as magneticbistability which should rather be studied
by static experimentson free standing films or on cantilevers
with a very thin substrate.The G anomalyis much weakerin
the single layer film. There are at leasttwo reasonsfor this.
First, b2l2K6 is five times smallerthan in the nanocomposite
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(seeTable I). Second,we haveobservedthat the experiments rv.coNclustoN
in the hard axis bias configurationare rathersensitiveto the
The AE effect hasbeenmeasuredin subshatesupported
orientationof the applied field with respectto the hard axis
thin films of giant magnetostrictivematerial by meansof a
and even for the best alignmentthere remainsthe effect of a
resonancemethod.Both torsion and bendingmodesof a test
probableangulardispersionof the easyaxis within the same
cantileverwere usedto plot the variationsof shearmodulus
sample.Therefore,the large magnitudeof the measuredG
as well as traction modulus of the films, against dc field
anomaly of the nanocompositefilms suggeststhat the easy
applied in the film plane.The dc field was either parallel or
axis is extremely well defined in these films whereasthe
perpendicularto the magneticeasy axis of the layers.Two
weaker G anomalyin the single layer film could result from
kinds of magnetostrictivematerial were studied, a single
someangulardispersionof the easyaxis. A similar bchavior
layer of composition TdDyFeCo and a nanocomposite
has beenobservedfor sometime in the variation of the difmultilayer of FeCo and TbFeCo layers,eachqpically 6 nm
ferential permeability as a function of a bias fieldl7 (when
thick. Our studydemonstrates
a good semiquantitativeagreeplotting the easyaxis permeabiliryfr* againstthe bias field
ment betweenexperimentsand the simple model of uniaxial
I/ applied along the hard axis), one should also observea
first order anisotropy.In particular the strong G anomaly
divergenceat H6 after the ideal uniaxial anisotropymodel.
predictedby the model for the hard axis bias configuration
What is actually observedis rather a broad peak of po.
showsup very nicely in the nanocompositefilms. Finally, an
Such rounding of the permeability divergencehas been ininterestingand still not understoodmechanicaldissipation
terpretedmainly in terms of spatial dispersionof the easy
anomalyhasbeenobservedin the torsionalresonanceoforir
axis orientation.l8A secondnotable feature,at least in the
magnetostrictivebimorphs.In our opinion theseexperimer^ii
theoreticalcuryes,is the discontinuityof the planar traction
also open up very interestingpossibilitiesin sensorapplicamodulusat H = H t again in the hard axis bias configuration.
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